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Minnesota public education–from preschool to college and every-
thing in between–is poised for such a breakthrough. Addressing 
access to quality higher ed, Mr. Friedman’s point is not lost: educa-
tion requires fundamental and systemic change to meet the needs of 
an increasingly competitive and global workforce, and growing diverse 
populations. This is the case particularly for Minnesota where great 
schools can prepare all kids for thriving futures. Our community is 
making progress, and we hope the voices of 400 teachers captured in 
this poll will feed a breakthrough.

Luckily scores of people in the North Star State are speaking 
up about opportunities to strengthen public education. Including 
teachers. 

The optimist in me believes we’re nearing a tipping point where our 
nation-trailing achievement gaps and high school graduation rates will 
soon be left to the history books.  

Since we launched two years ago, we’ve made continual e!orts 
to engage with teachers and other constituencies–from town halls 
and classroom visits to meeting with educators one-on-one in their 
districts. These were critical conversations, but we knew we needed 
to get a more comprehensive sense of what Minnesota teachers value 
and believe, what they think is going well and where opportunities for 
improvement exist. 

Building o! of the success of our 2012 statewide public opinion poll, 
where we canvassed 1,000 Minnesotans on public education, we took a 
similar approach to dig deeper with district school teachers through a 
28-question poll. 

We explored many topics with 400 district teachers: e!ective 
teaching, educator evaluations, professional development and school 
sta"ng decisions. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“Big breakthroughs happen when what is suddenly possible 
meets what is desperately necessary.” 
 —The New York Times journalist and Minnesota native 

Thomas Friedman, on May 15, 2012

Daniel Sellers 
MinnCAN  

Executive Director
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Four main themes surfaced and respondents were generally 
aligned regardless of demographics:

1. Teachers want to bring more accountability to the profession. Nearly 
90 percent say evaluations and professional development that are 
aligned will help advance student learning.

2. A large margin of teachers say that receiving and keeping tenure should 
align with e!ectiveness in the classroom. Eighty-plus percent say teacher 
e!ectiveness should inform whether or not a teacher receives tenure.

3. Teachers say student progress is a better measure of teacher e!ective-
ness than absolute achievement. 

4. The more familiar teachers are with Minnesota’s new teacher evalua-
tion law the more strongly they tend to support it. Of those familiar, 50 
percent had a “somewhat” or “very” favorable reaction; 23 percent of 
those unfamiliar felt the same.

After analyzing answers to six open-ended questions,  
we also found these themes:

On teacher evaluations, teachers: 
Agree that tying their development to professional evaluations can re-
sult in stronger student learning gains. 
Are eager for evaluations by trained evaluators and a three-year profes-
sional review cycle. We’re happy that we helped rally successfully for 
these components in 2011. 
Don’t support (62 percent) incorporating student achievement into 
teacher evaluations. We’re optimistic that support for this compo-
nent will increase as more educators appreciate that “student learn-
ing” translates to more than simply standardized tests, and that nearly 
three-dozen teachers helped build the state evaluation model and de-
fine “student learning” while serving on the Minnesota Department of 
Education’s Teacher Evaluation Work Group.

On a meaningful policy opportunity: Respondents cite testing reforms 
that better reflect student learning and understanding as a means to 
improve public education. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Above all, teachers are articulating a palate for education 
reform–one that’s stocked already for increased effectiveness, 
accountability and quality. 

We’ve captured key findings on the following pages and all poll answers 
are located at www.minncan.org/teacherpoll. We’re invested in el-
evating teachers’ voices and ideas. If you’re an educator we encourage 
you to reach out to us. Many do, and those opinions help us shape local 
education policy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“[We need] consistent standardized testing.  
Quit changing the MCAs so we can have a true  
year-to-year measure of growth.”

—Minnesota teacher
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Percent of respondents’ reasons teacher struggle 

 !"# learning capabilities 

 !"$ range of abilities in classroom

 %"! lack of time

 &"' experience/training

 &"% class size 

 ()"& student behavior/motivation

 ()"& student home life/health

 (%"& lack of support

 #'"# other

WHY TEACHERS STRUGGLE TO BE EFFECTIVE

Many teachers describe a lack of administrative, parental 
and financial support in being able to do their jobs  
to the best of their abilities.

82.5
percent 
e!ective

vs. 17.4 
percent  
ine!ective 

Respondents’ average ratio of e!ective 
to ine!ective teachers in their schools
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS AND TENURE

Percent of respondents who agree  that teacher 
e!ectiveness should play  a role in determining  
whether or not a teacher receives tenure

82.6
Percent of respondents who agree that teacher  
e!ectiveness should play a role in determining 
 when a teacher receives tenure

74.0

Percent of respondents who agree that persistent 
lack of teacher e!ectiveness should be  
grounds for losing tenure

74.8

Minnesota teachers say tenure decisions should align 
with teacher e!ectiveness. 
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS AND TENURE

Many respondents say that state tests don’t accurately 
capture student progress, in part because they don’t allow 
for comparisons over time from the same group of students—
or even individuals. One teacher shared:

“The MCAs do not measure how much a student has progressed from one year to the next,  
but how an entire class of students performs compared to an entirely di!erent class of students.” 

Percent of teachers to agree with 
the following statement regarding tenure:

Teacher effectiveness should play a role in determining 
whether or not a teacher receives tenure

 !"#$
 "%#$

A persistent lack of teacher effectiveness should  
be grounds for a teacher losing tenure

 &'#(
 ""#)

Teacher effectiveness should play a role in determining  
when a teacher receives tenure 

 &%#)
 "%#)

If teacher layoffs are required, seniority should be considered,  
but the primary factor in deciding which teachers to lay off  
should be based on teacher effectiveness

 &*#)
 $(#(

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS AND LAYOFFS

Minnesota teachers agree that e!ectiveness should  
play a role in personnel decisions.

Grouped by their years of teaching experience, percent of teachers who  
say that seniority should be considered but the primary factor in deciding  
which teachers to layo! should be based on teacher e!ectiveness

!"#$ 1–4 years

!%#& 5–9 years

!'#! 10–20 years

()#' 21 years and more

Percent of Minnesota district teachers who agree that if layo!s are required, 
seniority should be considered but the primary factor in deciding  
which teachers to layo! should be based on teacher e!ectiveness

52.8
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44.9
percent 
familiar

vs. 35.1 
percent  
familiar

Ratio of teachers in Greater Minnesota to teachers in the metro area 
who considered themselves familiar with the teacher evaluation law

TEACHER EVALUATIONS 

Teachers express a desire for their profession to be held 
more accountable by evaluative processes, ideally tied to 
professional development. Respondents, initially wary of the 
new teacher evaluation law, are more likely to feel favorably 
toward it if they’re familiar with the law’s components.

Percent of teachers who a who feel favorably towards 
the teacher evaluation law

Teachers who are familiar with the law

 !"#
 $%"&

Teachers who are not familiar with the law

 &
 !!"#

Total 

 '"$
 ()"$

VERY FAVORABLE

VERY FAVORABLE

SOMEWHAT FAVORABLE

SOMEWHAT FAVORABLE

SOMEWHAT FAVORABLE
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TEACHER EVALUATIONS 

Respondents were enthusiastic about improving 
their practice and craft:

“All teachers should be held to high standards, I feel this may work towards that goal.” 

“There are best practices that need to be performed in classrooms. Being able 
to talk with other teachers on how to achieve them is powerful and motivating.” 

“If the teacher moves the child forward, that needs to count...it is not right  
to expect us to move a child two or three years or be considered a failure.  
I face this even at the kindergarten level.” 

“I would welcome feedback on my teaching that is meaningful and helpful  
to meet the increased challenges of being an educator in 2013.”

Those who feel unfavorably toward the requirements primarily expressed concern about the student 
achievement factor in the open-ended questions, particularly factors outside of a teacher’s control 
and consideration for special needs children.

Percent of teachers who support varying components of teacher 
evaluations by their favorability towards the actual law

Annual observations by trained evaluators

 !"#$
 $!#"

35%  of the teacher’s evaluation is tied to student achievement

 %&#!
 "'#(

A three-year professional review cycle for each teacher

 !"#$
 $"#)

FAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW

FAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW

UNFAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW

UNFAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW

FAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW

UNFAVORABLE TOWARDS LAW
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Teachers firmly believe that tying their own development to 
meaningful evaluations will advance their students’ learning.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REFORMS NEEDED

Teachers who show enthusiasm for professional 
development opportunities, particularly:

 !"#$% Using technology
 !$#&% Teaching strategies/techniques
 '#(% Relevant to specialization 
 '#(% Differentiated teaching

Percent of teachers who agree that teacher evaluations that align 
with and help drive professional development opportunities  
for teachers will help advance student learning

 !"#" Strongly agree

 $%#& Agree

 %#$ Disagree

 '#! Strongly disagree
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A minority of respondents believe teachers should be 
rewarded for high student academic performance  
and a majority believe teachers should be rewarded  
for strong student academic improvement.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REFORMS NEEDED

Respondents suggest a number of ways to better align  
Q Comp with student learning. Common themes include:

Allowances for student background/abilities !!"#%
Reduce emphasis on testing  #"#%
Provide same student comparisons #"!%
Reform professional development/training  $"%%

Percent of teachers who agree that the following factors  
be incorporated into Q Comp program modifications

High performance

 !"#
 $$"%

Strong improvement

 !$"$
 &#"%

STRONGLY AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

AGREE
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Respondents cite many other examples in response  
to open-ended questions to improve professional 
development. A theme emerged: Teacher learning and 
advancement does not have to be based solely on years  
on the job and degrees attained. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REFORMS NEEDED

Percent of respondents who agree teacher  
evaluations that align with and help drive  
professional development opportunities for  
teachers will help advance student learning

89.1
Percent of respondents who are confident  
that the plan to tie evaluations to professional  
development will be put into action

66.1

Percent of respondents who agree that Q Comp  
needs to better align with student learning

55.8
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400 district school teachers across Minnesota (60%  
in the Twin Cities metro area; 40% in Greater Minnesota).  
28 questions primarily consisting of multiple-choice ques-
tions, with an additional six open-ended questions to uncover 
the attitudes and motivations behind respondents’ choices.
All respondents participated post-Election Day 2012. 
MinnCAN commissioned Padilla Speer Bearsley to conduct the poll.
The margin of error is +/! 4.9 percent.

DEMOGRAPHICS

  !!" #!–!# $!–## %!–$#
Total

Outstate

Metro

Respondents’ age

22.7% 34.8% 25.4% 16.9%

27.4% 37.6% 19.1% 15.3%

19.6% 32.9% 29.6% 17.9%

Percent of  subjects taught by respondents 

 !"# Computer science 

 $"# Foreign language

 #"$ Physical education or health

 %"! Art, music or fine arts

 %"! Social studies or social sciences

 %"& Science

 '"( Mathematics

 '"% English and/or reading

 ()"( Other

 (%"% Special education/gifted

 )*") All subjects



About MinnCAN
Minnesota’s achievement gap—the persistent and significant dispar-
ity between the academic achievement of low-income and minority 
children and their white, middle-class peers—is the most urgent social 
and economic problem facing our state. We have one of the country’s 
largest achievement gaps between rich and poor kids and African-
American and white kids. Each and every one of us is paying the price 
for our failing public schools. But Minnesota, and the entire nation, was 
built on the promise of universal education for all. Public schools are 
the cornerstone of our democracy. Our future is inextricably linked to 
the education of our children—all of them. MinnCAN is building a new 
movement of concerned citizens advocating to fundamentally reform 
our public schools through smart public policies. We will not rest until 
every Minnesota child, regardless of race, ethnicity, or class, has access 
to a great public school.

www.minncan.org


